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Chapter One: Preliminaries

1.1. Introduction
             Before the development of writing, the only way for people to

communicate was through the employment of images. Over the span of

human history, the use of realistic images developed and became more

complex (Bigalondo, 2001). One of the factors that facilitated the invention of

writing with orthographic symbols was civilization. When the style of

people’s life changed from hunting to farming, communities became more

complex (Kasprowicz, 2011). As a result, their need for writing became more

pronounced.  

            Writing, as defined by Rivers, is “the act of putting in conventional

graphic form what has been spoken” (1968, p. 242). Piovisan (2007) defines

writing as a continuing process of discovering the most effective language for

communicating one’s thoughts and feelings. Similarly, Vahid Dastjerdi and

Hayati Samian (2011) refer to a definition of writing as an act of

communication, a purposeful means of addressing an audience. However, 

writing is a complex skill that engages the writer in a physical as well as

mental effort (Westwood, 2004).  

         In second language acquisition, writing is the most critical and

challenging of the four language skills (Hongwei & Lyqin, 2012), which

“occupies an extremely important position in second language teaching”

(Tang, 2012, p.578). Writing is more than a means to create a document; it

can be a method to discover topics and explore ideas (Mahnam & Nejad

Anssari, 2012). In addition, even many native speakers face many problems in

writing coherently and accurately (Celce-Murcia, 2001). These difficulties

arise because of various problems. One of them is that writing is a productive

skill. The other reason is that “writing is the culmination of the other language
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skills and that composition is, therefore, dependent on the mastery of

listening, speaking, and reading” (Chastain, 1971, pp. 220-235; Finocchiaro, 

1958, pp.156-168; Rivrse, 1968, pp. 240-255). On the other hand, the ability

to communicate ideas and information effectively crucially depends on good

writing skills. Students who fail to develop appropriate writing skills in

school may fail to achieve all skills essential for communicating persuasively

with others (Oczkus, 2007), such as articulate ideas, argue opinions, and

synthesize multiple perspectives (Macnamara, Crossly, & Mackarty, 2003). 

Writing is a multidimensional communicative process, concerning “the

generation, analysis, and synthesis of ideas; the organization of discourse; the

control of sentence structure; the vocabulary, spelling, and mechanics”

(Williams, 2007, p.12). Moreover, Yu (2012) relates writing to one’s emotion, 

cognition, motivation, logical reasoning, linguistic skills, and sufficient

acquisition of English. So some people say writing can best reflect an

individual’s education. “For students who have not yet acquired all the skills

needed to translate their ideas into a coherent text, writing is difficult and

effortful” (VahidDastjerdi & Hayati, 2011, p.65). Accordingly, learning to

write is a highly valued act that allows integration in social roles.

        According to Silva and Matsuda (2002), although the ability to write

presupposes some level of morphological, lexical, and syntactic as well as

idiomatic knowledge, such knowledge alone does not guarantee the ability to

write well because writing involves much more than constructing

grammatical sentences. Cohesiveness is another vital factor for a text. It

means that cohesive devices that could be followed by readers should connect

sentences (Halliday & Hassan, 1976). Therefore, for a text to be effective and

understandable, cohesion and coherence are essential.  
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        Two primary points are very challenging and deserve more attention. 

The first one is to define the characteristics of good writing. In other words, it

should be clear and comprehensive for everyone what we mean by a piece of

good writing. Coffin, et al. (2003) lists the elements of good writing product

as follows: a) considering the language of the text, it should contain a correct

and consistent spelling, appropriate use of grammar, syntax, and vocabulary. 

b) It should benefit from a logical and reasonable layout and organization

such as clear paragraphs, identifiable method of organization, clear linking

between each section and punctuation. c)  It should be related to the task and

take into account the purpose and the audience (Zamel, 1982), and d) It

should have clarity regarding the sequence of events in time, characters and

the relationship between them. 

    The second important point is the appropriate methods, strategies, 

techniques, and activities, which could be utilized for the purpose. From the

earliest points, all techniques and activities practiced in classes were based on

three primary strategies. The first is Controlled-Writing, which is a kind of

model writing. During controlled-writing classes, the teacher tries to

introduce a model text to the students and put more emphasis on some

linguistic features. Then, he asks them to imitate the model. Different

techniques, which are employed in modeling a text, are used to empower the

students’ appropriate use of linguistic elements, regardless of their ability to

create and expand ideas and opinions. The second strategy is Guided-writing

strategy, which is a modified form of the previous one. The techniques of this

strategy are used to strike a balance between text-related features and writer-

related ones. Students are scaffolded to put their ideas on the paper with

accurate sentences based on numerous pre- writing activities. The third one is

Free-Writing strategy. Students become ready for writing by pre writing

activities such as brain storming, discussion, and elaboration. However, they
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are completely free in expressing their opinions and thoughts. It is assumed

that students have the adequate repertoire of vocabulary and syntactic features

to express their ideas about the topic. Therefore, the main aim of this strategy

is to empower the cognitive features of writing. Most studies have tried to put

these three strategies in a sequential order from controlled to free stage. 

However, the main aim of this study is to determine the most effective one of

these three strategies for the beginner writers in EFL context. 

1.2. Statement of the problem

          “Along with reading comprehension, writing skill is a predictor of

academic success and a basic requirement for participation in civic life and in

the global economy” (Graham &Perin, 2007, p. 3). Coffin, et al.(2003) avow

that students’ writing is at the center of teaching and learning in higher

education, fulfilling a range of purposes according to the various contexts in

which it occurs. These purposes include assessment, learning, and entering

particular disciplinary communities. In addition, Raims (1983) claims that the

important reason to write besides communicating with others is that writing

helps students learn. However, some studies have revealed that students have

great difficulty during their first year of study in a college as a freshman

(Gamble, 1991; Hongwei & Liqin, 2012; Yu, 2010). 

       Simsek (2009) asserts that writing is a critical skill for students in school, 

college, and life. Simsek further states that in spite of the notion of developing

fluency in the writing process as a fundamental goal of schools, two thirds of

students perform below certain proficiency level in writing. Having declared

the prominent importance of writing skill as well as the learners’ problems

with it in college levels, several EFL researchers have made an attempt to find
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effective and valuable solutions to the problems and to enhance students’

writing skill.  

      This study is an attempt to find out the effect of three writing strategies

including controlled, guided, and free writing on the cohesiveness of the

students' argumentative writing. Examining three writing strategies

(controlled, guided, and free writing) with three groups of students based on

Halliday and Hasan’s taxonomy of cohesive devices, this study tries to find

out if these strategies are effective? And if so, which strategy is the most

effective one?

        Of course, the study is not concerned with the quality of texts; rather it is

concerned with the use of cohesive ties. Therefore, the sample compositions

of three groups are analyzed in terms of lexical and grammatical cohesion by

counting the number of occurrence of these devices.  

I.3. Research questions  

     The main aim of the present study is to investigate the following questions:  

1. Is controlled-writing effective on the cohesiveness of argumentative

writing?

2. Is guided-writing effective on the cohesiveness of argumentative writing?

3. Is free-writing effective on the cohesiveness of argumentative writing?

4. Are there any significant differences among the effects of controlled, 

guided, and free writing, on the cohesiveness argumentative writing?

5. How do the students feel in terms of motivation, interest, anxiety, and

course usefulness during the course?
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I.4 Research Hypotheses

      To answer the above research questions, the following null hypotheses are

formulated:

H1; Controlled writing is not effective on the cohesiveness of argumentative

writing. 

H2; Guided writing is not effective on the cohesiveness of argumentative

writing. 

H3; Free writing is not effective on the cohesiveness of argumentative

writing. 

H4; There are no significant differences among the effectiveness of each of

these writing strategies (controlled, guided, and free writing) on the

cohesiveness of argumentative texts.

I.5. Significance of the study  

       Rivers (1968) believes that “many writing weaknesses in advanced

classes can be traced back to lack of systematic practice during the earlier

stages of the language course” (p.297). In spite of this fact, most studies in the

field of writing have investigated the problems and inadequacies of writing at

college level, particularly in the Iranian context. Moreover, not only writing is

used to help fix what has been practiced orally, but also pupils write more

than they speak, and that considerable time is devoted to writing in

comparison to speaking. Therefore, writing is used to promote oral skills

(Westwood, 2004). 

        In addition, there is a paucity of research on writing at senior high school

level in Iran. Several  studies in this field have investigated the effectiveness
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of different writing strategies on improving learners’ writing such as pre

writing, think aloud, drafting, or revising and so on (Dujsik,2008; Graham &

Delapez, 2002; Kieft, Rijlaarsdam, Galbraith, & van den Bergh, 2007;

Mahnam & Nejadansari, 2012; Moradan & Heidari, 2011; Sarabi

&Toonekaboni, 2012). Nevertheless, few studies has attempted to assess the

effectiveness of controlled, guided, and free writing in isolation, and in

comparison with one another, on the cohesiveness of learners’ argumentative

writing in the Iranian context. 

I.6. Definition of the key terms

       The key terms and concepts of the present study are defined as follows:

Controlled writing: is a kind of writing strategy which is traced back to the

Audio-lingual method in which learning to write in a second language was

seen as an exercise in habit formation. Kroll (1990) believes that the writer is

simply a manipulator of previously learned material. By the same token, 

Hyland (2003) describes controlled writing as the manipulation of fixed

patterns, often from substitution tables. Some techniques of controlled

writing,  as Moran  and Jacobi (1990, p.123) state, are “exact copying of a

short passage as well as composition framework including the selection of

appropriate words from a little box in order to make sentences”.  

Guided writing: “became dominant between late 1970s and early 1980sas a

result of a movement from controlled writing to free writing” (Meien, 2007, 

p.6). It is a kind of writing in which “the teacher demonstrates for students the

process of writing a sentence or paragraph using proper English conventions”
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(Simpson, 1998, p. 1). As Simpson points out, students then are given

opportunities to use those strategies themselves in their own work. Besides, 

Brown (1999) claims that guided writing strategy is advisable for small

groups of learners and recommends that sessions focus on planning, 

supporting work on progress, and evaluating and improving writing. 

Free writing: “is an opportunity for students to write freely for a brief period

in each class, usually 10 minutes or thereabouts” (Jacobs, 1986, p. 282). It is

like writing something and putting it in a bottle in the sea (Elbow, 1973). 

Elbow further states that it is an exercise in bringing together the process of

producing words and putting them down on the page. Therefore, the most

important feature of free writing, according to Elbow, is its non-editing

feature. 

  Cohesiveness or Cohesion: is considered as an important text-related feature

by Halliday and Hassan (1976). Halliday and Hassan explain that

cohesiveness of a text is set up where the interpretation of some element in

the discourse is dependent on the other. Crossley, et al. (2010) define

cohesion as a linguistic element that makes a discourse semantically coherent

by hanging different parts of the text together to ensure the readers’

comprehension. The main cohesive devices, which bind a text together, are of

two main categories, grammatical and lexical devices (Akindele, 2011). 

Grammatical cohesion concerns such matters as reference, substitution, 

ellipsis, and conjunction. Lexical cohesion concerns such features as

reiteration and collocation (Halliday, 1978).  
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Argumentative texts: “A critical dialogue, argument, is a particularly human

skill. Almost from cradle human beings manifest disagreement, sometime

very vocally” (Barnister, Conner, Liftig, & Reed-Siegel, 2003, p. 46).The

term argumentation is used as the process of setting out a logical series of

ideas that appear persuasive to readers or hearers (Rex, Thomas & Engel, 

2010). It is the operation of justifying an opinion or thesis through the

reasoning (or argument), with the aim of changing the views of others or

merely communicating our own ideas (Johnston, 2000). Rex et al. (2010)

identify three basic tools for every argument: a) the first tool is stance by

which they mean a deliberate way of looking or feeling toward something

with a particular purpose and audience in mind. b) The second is evidence or

ideas and information that are required for powerful reasoning and c) warrant

or the logical reasons to persuade readers of the connection between the claim

and the evidence. 

Writing strategies: According to Oxford (2003), the word strategies mean

steps or actions taken for the purpose of controlling and directing the goal. 

Writing strategies can be defined as specific behaviors or thought processes

that are employed by students to enhance their writing ability or improve their

writing skill. 
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Chapter Two: Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

      This chapter is an attempt to present a summary of the relevant literature

relating to the writing as a skill, its importance and difficulties, approaches to

writing, writing strategies, cohesion, and coherence. In addition, in order to

shed light on such issues, two important fields of inquiry concerning writing

will be reviewed. First, the relevant literature concerning various types of

feedback, as assessment-centered activities will be considered. Then, the

effectiveness of various writing strategies, and a review of the related

literature will be presented. 

2.2 What is writing?

          The first question concerning writing may be ‘what is writing’? When

we talk about writing, what do we mean? In the relevant literature, there are

different definitions of writing. Sutherland (1967), defining dictation as one

aspect of writing, states that “it is the transference of primary auditory

language symbols (speech) into secondary graphic ones (writing)” (p.24). It is

obvious that by writing she refers to graphic symbols. However, writing is

much more than an orthographic symbolization of speech. Based on Arapoff’s

(1967) definition, it is a “purposeful organization and selection of thoughts, 

facts, opinions, and ideas” (p.43). In a broad sense, writing is clearly “a

system of human inter-communication by means of conventional visible

marks” (Sampson, 1985, p.13). Although among the four skills of language, 

writing comes last, it is not the least. Not only is it a means to learning but

also it is an important way through which a writer disseminates his/her ideas
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and thoughts. So, people use writing to express thoughts and to receive new

information.  

           The history of writing goes back to five thousand years ago, to the time

when humans started to write by impressing cuneiform signs on to the clay

tablets (Du, 2009). Nowadays, nearly 85% of the world population can read

and write (Westwood, 2004). Of course, in the course of history, the role of

writing has changed a lot. Before the 17th century, writing was predominantly

a means of recording formal transactions or enabling readers to re-present

speech at a future time. By the 18th and 19th centuries, writing achieved

greater independence from the spoken word. However, in the second half of

the 20th century, writing was redefined as a mirror of informal discourse

(Baron, 2001). According to Morphy (2012), ancient Greeks realized that

writing could be much more than label and serve as an aid to memory; writing

could also function as a heuristic aid to creating discourse and to refining

patterns of thinking. Moreover, they found that the alphabet facilitated

effective communication across cultures. 

2.3 The Importance of Writing

           Writing has three main functions. The first is that it is used as a tool for

communication like speech, but it removes the limitations of time and space

(Morphy, 2010). The second function is that it gives permanence to the

following speech (Boughey, 1996). The third function of writing is its

application in art (Smith, 1994). As Smith claims, writing is a sign of human  

creativity. It is obvious in poems, novels, or plays. According to Smith

(1982), writing dominates many aspects of our lives, including, education, 

business, law, religion, politics, art, and entertainment. Therefore, its

importance and dominance in various aspects of life has made it a
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fundamental sign of literacy skill for communication and learning. Some

scholars believe that the use of writing promotes the development of language

proficiency (Boughy, 1996; Homstad & thorson, 1996; Hyland, 2007). In

their opinion, writing is often a tool for learning and writing to learn is just as

important as learning to write. 

       Learning to write good essays not only will promote academic

performance in school and college but will also be a valuable skill in today’s

increasingly competitive job market (Boughy, 1996). Creating concise, 

informative, and compelling essays can form the basis of many careers such

as authoring non-fiction books, getting into print journalism, writing legal

briefs, rendering judicial opinions, or just creating some persuasive

advertising text for a business (Miller, 2001). Therefore, the ability to write is

a basic building block of every community that can promote numerous

opportunities. 

      Morphy (2012) asserts that “writing, unlike speech, has to be acquired

through education by someone other than the learner” (p.21). He further states

that unlike oral language that can be acquired simply by listening and

imitation, writing ability cannot be acquired in this way.  

        The tremendous investment of time and resources in writing instruction

reinforces this principle. The second important point is that such instruction

should be classic and take place in schools. The history of ESL composition

goes back to 1945, the beginning of the modern era of second language

teaching in the US (Silva, 1990). Learning to write is a difficult and

complicated activity that makes writers reluctant or sometimes causes a lot of

anxiety and stress. Accordingly, to find a suitable method of teaching writing, 

to know these vicissitudes as a first step seems necessary.   
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2.4 Writing Difficulties

             If we consider writing as a written discourse, then every collection of

writing symbols should be considered as writing. Writing down the

orthographic symbols of the alphabet for learning the company between

sounds and graphic symbols is the first aspect of writing. Doing different

writing drills for improving grammatical competence or dictation, taking a

note on the phone conversation, or taking notes of a lecturer in the classroom, 

writing various kinds of letters, reports, and college theses are other aspects of

writing. However, our conception of writing here is composition writing. A

composition, according to Finacchiaro (1967), generally consists of several

paragraphs around one theme, which has a logical or chronological

organization or shows cause and effect. Each paragraph has an idea and

supporting sentences for more explanation and clarification of the topic. In

addition, there are some connective devices to show the transition between

one thought and another. Therefore, writing in this sense is a complex

interaction of cognitive and physical factors. It paves the way for the creation

of ideas and information with writing symbols or words. Considering this

aspect of writing, several studies have been conducted to identify the writers’

problems with this skill (Alkhasawneh, 2010; Dong, 1998; Farooq, Uzair, 

&Vahid, 2012; Msunjila, 2005; Trang&Hoa, 2008; You, 2003; Yu, 2012).  

     Dong (1998), believing that there is no relationship between writing

instruction in classes and students’ future academic discipline, attempted to

find out the writing problems of graduate students. The results of his study

revealed that non-native students lack knowledge about the audience and

genre, which he believes should be worked from early on in order to raise

students’ awareness of social contexts of writing. 
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       You (2003) believes that most of the writing difficulties can be  traced

back to the writing teachers’ methods in that they mostly focus on teaching

correct forms and test-taking skills instead of teaching their students to

expand their thoughts. He relates the second problem to the teachers’

economic status in a way that trying to work extra hours prevents them from

spending  more time on individual students’ works or furthering their studies

in this field.   

Msunjila (2005) lists students’ writing problems as punctuation problems, 

inexplicitness or fuzziness, poor organization, spelling problems, and

grammatical errors. He argues that most of these errors arise from

pedagogical reasons. Thus, he suggests that writing problems can be

minimized if students are taught writing as a skill by professional teachers.  

Trang and Hoa (2008), doing a case study, found that the most prominent

writing problem was difficulty in the inclusion of appropriate materials in the

introduction section. The second problem was lack of correct and relevant

words. The third problem they reported was that the writer thinks in his/her

native language and tries to translate it into English, which will result in

ungrammatical sentences (Arapoff, 1967).  

     Similarly, Alkhasawneh (2010) conducted a study to find out the main

writing problems of postgraduate students in Malaysia via face-to-face

interviews. He found that the main problem of writing for students at college

level was insufficient vocabulary, which made them unable to express

themselves accurately and freely. The second problematic area was grammar, 

and the third one was their problem in referencing.  

Farooq, et al. (2012) conducted a survey with 245 12th graders studying

English as a compulsory subject, and reported that students’ problems include

lack of vocabulary, spelling, L1 interference, and poor grammar. 
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       Yu (2012) explored the problems of EFL classroom writings from the

perspective of textual organization and pragmatics. He found that students at

college level lack sufficient pragmatic strategy because of their unawareness

of writing purpose, audience, and writing style. Moreover, they have

problems with discourse patterns and cohesion, which in his opinion, is

because of the influence of their cultural thought pattern.  

2.5 Approaches to Writing

         According to Hyland (2003), from the development of EFL/ESL writing

as a distinctive area of scholarship in the 1980s, three major approaches were

introduced. He believes that while the first approach concentrates on texts as

the products of writing, the second focuses on the writer and the processes

used to create texts. Finally, the third approach directs learners to the role that

readers play in writing and how they need to think about an audience in

creating texts.

      The first approach, which is called product-oriented approach or, as

Hyland offered, text-oriented approach, concentrates on texts as the product

of writing and considers writing as an outcome. This view towards writing

concerns writing as independent of any particular context, writers, or readers. 

In this approach, learning to become a good writer is largely a matter of

knowing a good grammar, because it sees texts as arrangements of words

clauses and sentences. Hyland (2003) claims that this approach to learning

consists of four stages, which starts with familiarization and ends with free

writing. In this approach, the teaching of writing is language focused

emphasizing the correction of grammar errors. The most effective strategy in

essay writing courses is copying model essays. Pincas (1982) sees it as being

primarily about linguistic knowledge, with attention focused on the
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appropriate use of vocabulary, syntax, and cohesive devices. Besides, he

believes that writing in the product approach has four stages: familiarization, 

controlled writing, guided writing, and free writing. The underlying principles

behind this approach are that mastery of a language is in speech production, 

and this is to be achieved by drills and repetition (Silva, 1990).  

       The product approach has its merits as well as shortcomings. The

advantages of this approach, as Mingli (2012) claims, are as follows: 1) It

gives students a clear idea about the organization of a particular text. 2) It is

more useful for situations in which English is taught as a foreign language

rather than a native language. However, this approach is totally teacher-

centered and product- or output-focused, and students’ creativity is given little

consideration because much attention is paid to writing tasks in which

students imitate, copy and transform teachers’ models. Similarly, Zamel

(1982) lists its deficiencies as follows: The first is that it constrains the

freedom of writers and over emphasizes the surface level features of writing. 

Moreover, because it does not provide students with knowledge about the

processes involved in writing, teachers do not know their students’ writing

problems and, therefore, they cannot help them eradicate these problems.   

       Writing in the process approach, on the other hand, is seen as

predominantly having to do with planning and drafting, and there is much less

emphasis on linguistic knowledge, such as knowledge of grammar and text

structure (Badger & White, 2000).Badger and White also believe that “In

process approaches, the teacher primarily facilitates the learners’ writing, and

providing input or stimulus is considered to be less important” (p.154). It

would mean that we need to teach students systematically problem-solving

skills connected with the writing process that will enable them to realize

specific goals at each stage of the composing process (Seow, 2002). “Like
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babies and young children who develop, rather than learn their mother tongue, 

second language learners develop, rather than consciously learn writing

skills” (Badger & White, 2000, p.154).  

        Process writing has changed over the past thirty years from writing as

drill and practice in grammar exercises to a focus on continuous writing and

revision (Coffin, et al., 2003). Barnett (1989,  in Homstad & Thorson,1994)

claims that the advantages for both students and teachers of process writing

and writing for communication include greater quantity, higher student

motivation, and more efficient use of grading time. What differentiates a

process-focused approach from a product-centered one is that the outcome of

the writing, the product, is not preconceived. In short, it can be said that

process approaches see writing primarily as the exercise of linguistic skills, 

and writing development as an unconscious process, which happens when

teachers facilitate the exercise of writing skill. Although controlled and

guided-writing fall in the scope of product approach and free writing

principles are compatible with process approach, this study tries to have an

eclectic one by the integration of re-drafting, collaboration, and brainstorming

with the practice of studying written models in the classrooms. 

         Although in EFL/ESL classrooms product and process approaches have

dominated much of the teaching of writing over the last 20 years (Hasan &

Akhand, 2010), there is one relatively newcomer approach to the ELT field

which has similarities with product approach; that is genre-based approach. 

“The genre approach was developed in response to the limitations of the

process approach, which left students to find the recurring text structures for

themselves through experimentation and exploration” (Ahn, 2012, p.3). 

Swales (1990, p.58) defines a genre as “a class of communicative events, the

members of which share some set of communicative purposes.” Like product
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approaches, genre approaches regard writing as predominantly linguistic but, 

unlike product approaches, they emphasize that writing varies with the social

context in which it is produced (Badger & White, 2000). So, we have “a range

of kinds of writing such as sales letters, research articles, and reports, linked

with different situations” (Flowerdew, 1993, p. 307). Indeed, those who work

on the notion of genre share the belief in the importance of cultural and social

contexts of language use (Hammond & Derewianka, 2001). Hammond and

Derewianka gave the term genre a long history, dating it back to ancient

Greeks and their study of rhetorical structure in different categories of the

epic, lyric, and dramatic. Then, the impact of genre in educational contexts

became evident in three major areas (Hyon, 1996): English for specific

purposes (ESP), New Rhetoric studies, and systemic functional linguistics.  

      The important feature of genre theorists’ studies is that language is a

system for making meaning, a social semiotic system (Halliday, 1978) and the

importance of locating language study within social and cultural contexts of

language use as well as focusing on language at the text level. Dudley-Evans

(1997) identifies three stages in genre approaches to writing. First, a model of

a particular genre is introduced and analyzed. Learners then carry out

exercises, which manipulate relevant language forms and, finally, produce a

short text. Hammond and Derewianka (2001) identify four kinds of teaching

tasks in genre pedagogy. They include, exploring the cultural context, 

analyzing the target situation, analyzing models of specific genres and

identification of grammatical patterns.  

    Based on Halliday’s (1994) Systemic Functional Linguistics, a genre based

approach to teaching L2 writing focuses on the conventions of a particular

text type and three major points that students should focus on are purpose, 

audience, and organization. That is, they should know why they are writing a

text, who they are writing for, and how to write a text (Widodo, 2006). 
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Hyland (2007) argues that genre-based writing instruction places considerable

emphasis on scaffolding (or teacher-supported learning) and collaboration (or

peer interaction).  

         The genre approach to writing gives students a perception that writing

can be used as a tool, and it improves students’ attitudes and desire to learn

English by providing confidence to handle real world writing (Ahn, 2012). 

However, the genre approach is criticized because of “its narrow focus on

language and text and its lack of attention to the instructional and disciplinary

contexts in which texts are constructed” (Hasan, 1995, p.33). 

         By the way, since the advent of a genre-based approach, special

attention has been paid to different genres of writing. One of these genres is

an argumentative or persuasive writing. The following paragraph defines the

argumentative genre. 

2.6 Argumentative Writing Genre

         Argumentative or persuasive writing is a kind of writing in which the

writer tries to convince the reader about his/her opinion with logical and

reasonable claims (Sasaki, 2000). Therefore, the primary assumption of

argumentative genre is audience awareness (Lee Krause & Obrien, 1999). 

Argumentation is an inevitable genre of human life. From very early stages of

life, when a child knows him/herself, he/she tries to persuade others for

attaining favors. For this purpose, s/he applies various strategies such as

crying, persisting, and in later stages, logical reasons. By the time they reach

high school, and even earlier, students can evaluate themselves in terms of

their own argumentative or persuasive ability. They can even evaluate

arguments made to them (Rex et al., 2010). However, in an EFL environment, 
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it should be taught classically, because as a specific genre, it has its special

register and rhetoric. A number of studies on this genre refer to its dominance

as well as its importance in the future academic life of learners (Lee Krause &

Obrien, 1999; Nystrand & Graff, 2000; Olive, Kellogg, & Piolat, 2008;

Rashidi & Dastkhezr, 2009; Sasaki, 2000; Tony, 2008). 

      According to Lee Krause and Obrient (1999), audience awareness is the

major determinant of quality in an argumentative writing. Based on this

rationale, he tried to evaluate the Chinese senior secondary school students’

argumentative essays in terms of the employment of meta-discourse features

as an indicator of such awareness. The findings showed that audience

awareness has a positive effect on the learners’ writing quality of persuasive

essays. 

Nystrand and Graff (2000), taking a process approach to teaching

argumentative and persuasive writing, observed a middle-school language

arts-social studies block class for nine weeks based on the claim that

competing demands in modern classrooms can lead to environments that

disrupt the teaching of argument. The findings of the study clearly revealed

that the effective teaching of writing as process and writing as argument

requires the development of  sophisticated ideas about the nature and sources

of knowledge and the role of language generally, not just the implementation

of a series of cutting-edge lessons on writing. In addition, the results of the

class activities observation helped them to conclude that teaching

argumentation is not possible by considering it as a matter of form and text

elaboration; rather, it’s a matter of idea expansion and interpretation. 

  The results of the study conducted by Rashidi and Dastkhezr (2009),  

comparing L1 (Persian) and L2 (English) organizational patterns in the

argumentative writings of Iranian EFL student writers, revealed that some
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students had developmental problems in argumentative writing not only in L2

but also in L1. Furthermore, analysis of the students’ L1/L2 argumentative

texts showed that students favored a deductive type organizational pattern, 

regardless of language, for argumentative writing. 

       Rex, et al., (2010) applying Toulmin’s model, tried to teach

argumentative writing. However, they claimed that their purpose was not to

teach them how to argue, or even the importance of argument. Rather, they

tried to convince learners to argue in writing in an academic fashion. They

tried to teach argumentative writing to high school students who were

preparing for their high school Diploma exam. They worked with the students

for two months as a whole class, in groups, and individually. The results of

their study showed that to learn to write well-reasoned persuasive arguments, 

students are in need of thinking through the complexity and complications of

an issue, making inferences based on evidence, and hierarchically grouping

and logically sequencing ideas.  

       In addition, some researchers (Dabaghi, Zabihi, &Rezazadeh, 2013;

Mingli, 2012; Vahid Dastjerdi  &Hayati Samian, 2011), have utilized

argumentative writing for the purpose of their studies. In the same way, the

present study aimed at practicing this genre through controlled, guided, and

free writing strategies.  

2.7 Writing Strategies: Controlled, Guided, and Free writing

Morphy (2010) believes that although developments in the teaching of

writing to native speakers have influenced developments in ESL composition, 

the context of ESL composition, because of its particular characteristics, 

demands somewhat distinct models, perspectives, strategies, and techniques. 
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Verghase (1989) looks at these strategies as stages of teaching writing, 

claiming that a writing course for students at the intermediate level consists of

three stages of a) controlled writing b) guided writing and c) free writing. He

further makes a distinction between guided and controlled writing, in that the

former concerns itself with structures, use of appropriate words, and

punctuations and not with facts or ideas supplied by the teacher, while the

latter is concerned with the organization of material which is given. 

Moreover, free writing is concerned with students’ production of both content

and language (Verghase, 1989). 

In the 1960s, the audio-lingual method was predominant and teaching

materials were designed to help students practice correct habits. Writing at the

lower levels was often seen as an activity to reinforce other language skills. In

the same way, writing was controlled to provide a practice for particular

language features and to prevent students from making errors (Moran, 1987). 

In addition, Nunan (2003) states that writing is not a talent; rather, it is a

teachable and learnable skill. Therefore, it is obvious that such a skill training

needs the teacher’s help and tremendous exercises, and for this purpose, the

employment of controlled writing strategies seems inevitable. There are

numerous examples of controlled writing activities in writing classes. Some

examples of controlled writing activities are imitating, rewriting the text with

the given clues, combining sentences, completing sentences, and rearranging

sentences into chronological order. Brown (2001) lists some of them as

follows:

1. The teacher gives a short reading extract to the students and then, giving

some notes, the teacher asks them to write a similar paragraph. 
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2. The teacher gives the students an extract to read and then he asks them

to put appropriate punctuation and capitalization to the paragraph or to

rewrite the paragraph by changing the tense. 

3. For teaching conjunctions, the teacher can ask students to connect them

with the most appropriate one of the given connectives. 

4. Students are required to complete a given composition by writing

several sentences of their own. 

5. Finally, the teacher can read a paragraph at normal speed for two or

three times. After that, the teacher asks them to rewrite the paragraph by

using some keywords provided by the teacher.   

     

Sutherland (1967) claims that one big effect of dictation on composition

is that dictation can help learners with such linguistic features of composition

as punctuation, spelling, and contractions. In addition, he states that the

process of copying down will improve the ability to write and compose in a

foreign language. But, Arapoff (1967), Carr (1967),  and  Finocchiaro (1967), 

taking the opposite view, claim that a copy book approach or controlled

writing approach does not guarantee the active involvement of the learners’

thinking process in  production and organization of ideas in a composition. 

They also criticize free writing by pointing out that free writing causes many

grammatically incorrect sentences.  

Similarly, Backingham and Pech (1976) criticize controlled composition

techniques for lacking a means of determining gradations of control and

forcing students to write for teachers or text book writers’ purposes but not

their own. In fact, the approach they have taken is a bridge between controlled

and free writing. The approach they introduce has five phases including

preparation, orientation, experience, oral reconstruction, and output. Their
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rationale is that learning to write involves selection and organization of

experience to achieve a certain purpose. Therefore, because of many

shortcomings that the controlled approach had and the amount of criticism it

attracted, a revised model was introduced which paid more attention to the

writer’s ideas and opinions during writing and not just the practice of

grammatical features of the language; it was guided writing. Dickson (2001)

introduces some prompts to be used in English guided writing classes such as

short story, music, picture, memory, proverbs, questions, and so on. In guided

writing, the teacher asks students to answer some guiding questions after they

watched a story on the screen. After that, the students write a story based on

the questions given.  

       Free writing has met with both enthusiastic support and emphatic

criticism (Piovesan, 2007). Pincas (1982) maintains that free writing, which

relies on inventiveness and creativeness, is in direct opposition to controlled

writing and contrary to controlled writing, which introduces correct patterns

of language to be imitated by the writer, may increase the probability of

making errors and introduces incorrect patterns of language. On the other

hand, some believe that these strategies are complementary and can be

applied in ordered stages beginning with controlled and ending with free

writing (Verghase, 1989; Mingli, 2012). Raimes (1983) states that the

emphasis of free writing is on the point that intermediate-level students

should put content and fluency first and not worry about form. Jacobs (1986)

outlines the nature of free writing as having three important aspects

“concentrating on content, not worrying about form, and writing without

stopping” (p.282). As such, free writing offers a student-centered activity, 

eases the students’ expectations of themselves, and increases their sense of

motivation (Piovesan, 2007).  
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       Regardless of what approach is taken or what strategy is applied for the

improvement of learners’ writing performance, there should be some tools to

assess the quality and quantity of their products. One of the ways of judging

the quality of texts written by students is considering the amount of cohesive

devices as a sign of linguistic accuracy, which could be an indicator of

cohesion and coherence of the texts. 

2.8 Cohesion and coherence

      Cohesion and coherence are two fundamental aspects of a connected

discourse. Halliday and Hassan (1976) identified three functions of language:

ideational, interpersonal, and textual.  

   The Ideational Function relates to the content of what is said. The speaker

realizes this function by expressing his experiences of the external world and

the internal world of his own consciousness.  

    The Interpersonal Function is the function of language in which speakers

participate in the speech situation. It is our use of language to interact among

ourselves, to ask, to relate, and to exclude and so on. The interpersonal

function of language helps to maintain and establish social relations as well as

to influence people’s behavior and get things done.  

    The Textual Function refers to the fact that language has mechanisms to

make any stretch of spoken or written discourse into a coherent and unified

text and make a living passage different from a random list of sentences

(Zhuanglin, 1988). Zhuanglin acknowledges that “although two sentences

may have exactly the same ideational and interpersonal functions, they may

be different in terms of textual coherence” (p. 315).  
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         According to Palmer (1999, as cited in Hang & Huong, 2012), 

“Coherence refers to the rhetorical devices, to ways of writing and speaking

that bring about order and unity and emphasis” (p. 54). They also state that

relevance, the common shared background knowledge between participants in

a speech event, and the co-operative principle result in the coherence of a text. 

However, “cohesion is the linking of elements of the text through repetition of

information at the syntactic, semantic, and discourse structure levels” (Cox, 

Shanahan, &Sulsby, 1990, p.49). It can be said that if cohesion refers to the

linguistic elements that make a discourse semantically coherent, then

coherence involves what makes a text semantically meaningful. In short, 

coherence is embodied by a system of cohesive devices and cohesion is

mainly used to ensure coherence (Nga, 2012). The distinction between

cohesion and coherence has not always been clarified partly because both

terms come from the same verb cohere, which means sticking together. In

fact, cohesion is the network of different kinds of formal relations that

provide links between or among various parts of a text, and is expressed

partly through grammar and partly through vocabulary. Coherence, on the

other hand, is understood as the quality of being meaningful and unified. 

According to Nunan (1993), coherence is, when the sequences of sentences or

utterances hang together. Coherence, therefore, is a significant feature of a

text, while cohesion is the surface “mechanisms that bind a text together”

(Witte & Faigley, 1981, p. 202). 

Halliday (1978) notes that we cannot discuss cohesion without

mentioning text, texture, and tie. Brown and Yule (1989) define text as the

verbal record of a communicative event. The word text is used generally in

linguistics to refer to any passage spoken or written of whatever length that

forms a unified whole, as opposed to a collection of unrelated sentences. This

distinction goes to show that there are certain features that are characteristics
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of texts. A text has texture, and this is what distinguishes it from something

that is not a text. In other words, the sentences preceding or following the

sentence are called its texture. Tie is identified as “a relation between a pair of

cohesively related items” (Halliday& Hassan, 1976, p. 7).The concept of tie

makes it possible to analyze a text in terms of its cohesive properties and

gives a systematic account of its patterns of texture. However, cohesion

occurs in texts where the interpretation of some elements in the discourse is

dependent on that of another.  

Halliday and Hasan (1976) recognize five types of cohesive devices in

English and in the lexico-grammatical system of language. They are

reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction, and lexical cohesion. Reference, 

substitution, and ellipsis are grammatical; lexical cohesion is lexical;

conjunction stands on the borderline between the two categories. In other

words, it is mainly grammatical, but sometimes involves lexical selection.  

      Grammatical cohesion: Grammatical cohesion may be defined as the

surface marking the semantic links between clauses and sentences in a written

discourse, and between utterances and tunes in speech. These links can be of

four types: reference, ellipsis, substitution, and conjunction.  

-Reference: According to the Longman Dictionary of Language Teaching

and Applied Linguistics (1998), reference is the relationship between a word

or phrase and an entity in the external world. In reference “the information to

be retrieved is the referential meaning, the identity of the particular thing or

class of things that is being referred to; and the cohesion lies in the continuity

of reference whereby the same thing enters into the discourse a second time”

(Haliday&Hasan 1976, p.31). 
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- Substitution:  represents a relationship within the text and a substituted

item. “It has the same grammatical function as the word it substitutes, 

although it is more general and vague” (Halliday& Hasan 1976, p. 88). 

-  Ellipsis: Ellipsis, for Halliday and Hassan (1976), is the omission of certain

elements from a sentence or a clause and can only be understood by referring

to an element in the preceding text. 

- Conjunction:  Halliday and Hasan define conjunctions as grammatical

devices that “are applied in order to connect neighboring sentences according

to certain semantic relations (e.g. additive, adversative, causal and temporal)”

(1976, p. 226). Similarly, Dechant (1991) describes them as “types of

semantic relation, which allow parts of the text to be systematically connected

to one another in meaning” (p. 402).  

      Lexical cohesion: Lexical cohesion occurs when two words in a discourse

are semantically related in some way. Halliday and Hassan (1976) classify

lexical cohesion into two main categories: reiteration and collocation. 

- Reiteration: Reiteration is a form of lexical cohesion, which involves “the

repetition of a lexical item at one end of the scale; the use of a general word to

refer back to a lexical item, at the other end of the scale; and a number of

things in between the use of synonym, near-synonym, or superordinate”

(Halliday & Hasan 1976, p.278). 

- Collocation:  Halliday and Hassan (1976) state that collocation is an

important part of creating cohesion in connected text. 
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        Several studies have tried to find out the frequency of occurrence of

cohesive devices and their important role in the learners’ ability to

comprehend texts (Akindele, 2011; Buitkiene, 2005; Crossley, Salsbury, &

Macnamara, 2010; Nga, 2012).  

Buitkiene (2005) attempted to find out the frequency of occurrence of

cohesive devices across registers. For this purpose, she selected three texts

belonging to different registers and tried to consider major groups of cohesive

devices. The results revealed that lexical cohesive devices constitute the

majority of cohesive ties in all kinds of text, while the percentage of their

occurrence was greatly different across registers. Legal texts contained the

largest number of lexical devices and the newspaper articles contained more

lexical devices than short stories. Similarly, among different lexical cohesive

devices, reiteration was the most common. Considering referential devices, 

personal pronouns occurred most frequently in stories and newspaper articles, 

while in legal texts this was replaced by comparatives. She concluded that the

distribution and frequency of occurrence of cohesive devices depends directly

on the degree of openness of a register. The more open the register, the more

varied the cohesive devices being employed and vice versa. She also declares

that lexical cohesive devices are the most extensively used ties in texts of

various registers. References constituting the second major group of cohesive

devices are clearly register dependent. Her analysis of different texts also

shows that ellipsis/substitution tends to occur in open registers more than in

restricted ones.  

Athapanyawanit (2005) conducted a study of cohesive devices in a poetic

discourse. The data for her study were collected from the lyrics of twenty-

eight narrative songs composed and arranged by JaranManopech. She

considered the taxonomy of Halliday and Hassan in analyzing the poetic
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discourse. She confirmed the importance of cohesive devices in narrative

discourse in such a way that they help a story become intelligible to the

audience. That is to say, text–forming devices could constitute a succession of

events chronologically.  

         Cox, Shanahan, and Sulzby (2006) wanted to find the relationship

between reading performance of participants and their use of cohesive devices

in their writings. For this purpose, they asked 48 third and fifth grade students

who were selected randomly from among students in each grade whose

reading performance were either good or bad. They asked them to write

stories and reports for other children of the same age. They found that good

readers achieved significantly more complex cohesives than did poor

students, regardless of grade and genre. In addition, poor readers made

inappropriate use of cohesive devices. The results of their study suggested

that knowledge of cohesion is related to children’s developing reading skills. 

In another study, Crossley, et al. (2010), compared the frequency of

negotiations for meaning in a natural spoken corpus with regard to a variety

of cohesive devices. By collecting data from a year-long longitudinal study of

six beginning NNSs (Non-Native speakers) and their 99 transcripts, they

found that negotiations for meaning are related to a lack of cohesive devices

in NNSs speech.  

Yousefi, Pustchi, and Salehpour (2012) investigated the role of

collocations in raising foreign language writing proficiency. They believed

that one of the most important problems of EFL writing is the lack of

appropriate vocabulary, which could be related to the ignorance of

collocations. Thus, they hypothesized that teaching collocations will improve

the quality of the learners’ writing products. For this purpose, they used two

groups of learners as experimental groups and one as a control group. To
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study the effect of teaching collocations, a pre-test was administered and the

results of the posttest were compared with the pre-test scores using Pearson

correlation procedures. The results confirmed their hypothesis, that improving

learners’ collocational competence has an important role in their application

of collolcations as a subpart of cohesive devices in their writings.  

          Akindele (2011), applying Halliday and Hassan’s taxonomy of

cohesive devices, analyzed two selected ESL academic papers. By analyzing

two papers, she concluded that for a text to be cohesive, it is necessary to be

held together to form a unified whole. In addition, for a text to be held

together, some linguistic devices are necessary.  

          More recently, Nga (2012) attempted to find out teachers’ attitude

towards teaching cohesion. He interviewed five teachers about their attitudes

towards teaching cohesion. The data from interview indicated that teachers

often teach cohesion in class, but they cannot cover all types of cohesion. His

rationale for the study was that students lack adequate linguistic knowledge in

English to read and understand slightly complex written texts. So, students

tend to make errors at sentences, which leads to the misinterpretation of the

content of the text. Additionally, he believes that students are poor in

recognizing sentence, and word relations, and transferring ideas. He claims

that to understand thoroughly the use of cohesive devices as linguistic means

is essential for non-major students of English. With the analysis of students’

textbooks, he found that the percentage of lexical cohesion is twice the

percentage of grammatical cohesion.  

        In the Iranian context, Ahangari, Taki, and Rahimi (2012) studied the

frequency of the application of conjunctions in terms of associative, additive, 

and developmental markers in sport live radio and TV talks, which are most

similar to daily conversations in that they are less formal and less planned. 
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Using T-test, they compared the frequency of occurrence of conjunctions in

these two radio and audiovisual medias. Their research data were collected

from 20 sport live radio and TV Iranian talks produced in November 2011, 

which were selected randomly. Their findings emphasized the important

function of conjunctions in sport radio and TV talks.  

2.9 Background studies

         A number of studies have investigated various aspect of writing. Several

studies have focused on the role of writing teachers in this field (Hudson, 

Nguyen, & Hudson, 2009; Seifuri, Mozaheb, &BiglarBeigi, 2012). Hudson, et

al. (2009) believe that effective mentoring of EFL pre-service teachers may

promote EFL teaching practice. They identified five variables of personal

attributes, system requirements, pedagogical knowledge, modeling, and

feedback for mentoring. Then, they studied 106 pre-service teachers’ attitudes

about their mentoring for EFL teaching regarding these five factors. The

analysis of the results revealed that more than half of the participants in the

study believed that they had not received sufficient mentoring for developing

their teaching of English writing.  

Seifuri, et al. (2012) explored the qualities of a good and effective

writing teacher based on classroom observation and interviews. For this

purpose, they observed an EFL writing teacher for 1680 minutes. On the basis

of their findings, they characterized an EFL writing teacher as an avid and up-

to-date teacher who knows the students’ writing needs and uses integrative

approaches based on the learners’ needs. Such a teacher also uses recent

technologies and corpus–based learning in his class and dedicates enough

time to writing during class work. 
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         The review of the related literature shows that most of the works that

have been done in the field of writing could be classified into two main fields

of study: a) Assessment–centered studies, which try to make use of different

assessment tools as a means to improve learners’ performance. This kind of

work puts primary emphasis on the feedback to the students’ written products

either from the teacher or from their peers. b) Strategy–centered studies, or

those works trying to make use of effective teaching strategies. It can be said

that the assessment-centered activities are a kind of student-centered model in

that the initial point of treatment starts with students’ products and based on

those products the teaching instructions are devised. On the other hand, 

strategy-centered activities are those which are initiated by teachers and put

emphasis on the processes of learning involved in writing.    

   

2.9.1 Assessment-centered activities

Most assessment–centered activities are those that try to consider

students and their errors during writing. Error treatment is one of the key

issues in second language writing faced by both teachers and researchers. 

Feedback is a fundamental element of the process approach to writing. Ken

(1990) defines feedback as an input from a reader to a writer with the effect of

providing information to the writer for revision.  

         There has been controversy about error feedback (Ferris, 1999; Kepner, 

1991; Truscott, 1999). Although Truscott (1996, 1999, and 2007) holds a

strong view against error correction, many studies have tried to examine the

effectiveness of error correction in different ways (Bitchnener & Knoch, 

2008; Chandler, 2003; Dheram, 1995; Ellis, Sheen, Murakami, & Takashima, 

2008; Ferris, 1999; Ware, 2005). 
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Dheram (1995) sees feedback as central to the process of teaching and

learning writing. She believes that for this purpose, teachers and learners

should adopt a collaborative approach to the monitoring and processing of

feedback. In order to do so, she incorporated consciousness-raising activities

into classroom pedagogy. In the same way, Ferris (1999) rebutted Truscott’s

claim by arguing that Truscott had overlooked some positive research

evidence on the effects of grammar correction.  

       Chandler (2003), again emphasizing the role of correction of grammatical

and lexical errors, believes that such error correction does not reduce the

fluency or quality of the learners’ writings. He examined different types of

error correction such as correction by teacher, marking errors for students’

self-correction, determining the type of error, the location of error, or both of

them. He found that both direct correction and simple underlining of errors

are significantly superior to describing the type of error. From the students’

perspective, direct correction was best for producing accurate revision; it was

the fastest and easiest way for them to recognize and correct their errors.  

     Muncie (2000) attempted to describe some theoretical concerns about

providing written teacher feedback on mid-drafts of compositions in process

writing. He examined peer feedback on mid-drafts and teacher feedback on

final drafts in order to promote learner autonomy and help improve long–term

writing ability. In his opinion, being able to use feedback in a positive way is

central to the process of developing writing skills. He adds that it can only be

truly effective if learners are encouraged and able to analyze and evaluate it

themselves.  

Rollinson (2005) enumerates the different advantages of using peer

feedback. First, he claims that he found high levels of valid feedback among

his college level students in Rollinson (1998).Second, it has also been shown
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that peer writers can and do revise effectively on the basis of comments from

peer readers. The third reason is that it tends to be of a different kind from

that of the teacher in a way that while teacher feedback may tend to be more

general, students’ responses may be more specific. Finally, it may help

students to become critical readers of peers’ writing at the same time it has a

positive effect on students’ revisions of their own writings. 

       Concerning the rapid pace of educational technologies growth, Ware

(2005) attempted to take advantage of computer-based feedback in second

language writing. To examine its usefulness and cost-effectiveness, he

compared it with traditional face-to-face human feedback. Although the

findings showed strong advantages of both computer-based feedbacks at

word, sentence, and paragraph levels, students preferred traditional face-to-

face feedback for global changes such as organization or purpose as well as

for idea generation and arguments exploration. Therefore, he concluded that

the integration of both oral and computer-mediated feedback is a

comprehensive way.  

      Other researchers have examined various forms of feedback. For example, 

Liu (2008) investigated L2 university ESL students’ abilities to self-edit their

writing across two-feedback conditions. He compared the effect of direct

correction with the correct form provided by the teacher and indirect

correction indicating that an error exists but without providing the correct

form. He found that although direct feedback reduces students’ errors in the

immediate draft, it is not expandable to other papers. Moreover, indirect

feedback helps students to reduce more morphological errors than semantic

ones. In his study, the students showed that while both types of error

correction are efficient ways, neither is sufficient to improve students’

accuracy in writing.  
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         Ellis et al. (2008) considered two kinds of written corrective feedback in

English as a foreign language context using pre-test, post-test, and a delayed

post-test. They compared the effect of focused written corrective feedback

and unfocused written corrective feedback on the accuracy of their writings;

the focused group received correction of just article errors while the

unfocused group received correction of article errors alongside correction of

other errors. Their results showed that although both kinds of error correction

were effective, the efficacy of the focused one was prominent.  

         Similarly, Bitchener and Knoch (2008), during investigations into the

most effective ways to provide ESL learners with written corrective feedback, 

examined the effectiveness of targeting only two functional error categories

with written corrective feedback in order to see if such an approach was also

helpful to ESL writers. For this purpose, a ten-month study was carried out

with 52 low-intermediate ESL students. The results supported the findings of

the study done by Ellis, et al, (2008). Considering the results of various

studies in this field, it can be concluded that giving feedback to students’

writing is one of the most important ways of improving students’ writings.  

2.9.2 Strategy-centered activities

        While many studies have attempted to diagnose learners’ writing

problems or their attitudes toward writing strategies (Alkhasawneh, 2010;

Dong, 1998; Farooq, et al., 2012; Gambell, 2011; Msunjila, 2005; Trang &

Hoa, 2008; Yu, 2012), others have attempted to make use of reading

comprehension in writing (Arapoff, 1967; Carr, 1967; Fallon, 2009;

Finachiarro, 1967).  
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    Carr (1967), defining composition as a logical arrangement of ideas into

paragraph and full-length composition, distinguishes it from sentence building

in which students manipulate words, word order, and grammar. Criticizing

controlled writing as a good way to improve essay-writing skill, she claims

that the most important way of improving composition is reading

comprehension. She introduces reading comprehension, especially intensive

reading and analytical reading as important strategies for teaching

composition. In the same way, Fallon (2009) tried to utilize writing support

programs in developing the skills and motivation of librarians to write for

academic publication. For this purpose, she set a peer-support group in a way

that participants could gain knowledge of research process by reading the

work of others, providing feedback, and participating in discussions. 

Finocchiaro (1967) asserts that the necessary element of teaching writing is

the participation of students in the experience and observation, which can be

achieved through reading comprehension. The second step, he asserts, is

internalization through extended oral discussion.  

       In addition, several studies have examined the effect of various pre-

writing strategies. The aim of such studies is to practice guided writing

strategies in writing classes (Dujsik, 2008; Graham & Delapez, 2002; Kieft, 

Rijlaarsdam, Galbraith, & van den Bergh, 2007; Mahnam & Nejadansari, 

2012; Moradan & Heidari, 2011; Sarabi &Toonekaboni, 2012).  

     Graham and Delapez (2002) believe that for developing writing, it is

necessary to explicitly teach learners important writing processes, skills and

knowledge involved in planning, drafting, and revising texts. They examined

the effects of an integrated writing program on middle school students’ essay

writing abilities. They taught students strategies for planning, drafting, and

revising and expository essay involving explanation and persuasion. They
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selected two middle schools, one as an experimental group and another as a

control group. They considered four variables to assess the students’ writing. 

They were planning, length, vocabulary, and quality. Based on the findings of

the study, in comparison to the control group, students in the experimental

group produced essays that were longer, contained more mature vocabularies, 

and were qualitatively better.  

Kieft, et al. (2007) compared the effect of two kinds of writing

instruction strategy on the writing performance of 113 high school students. 

The students were randomly assigned to either planning or revising

conditions. In addition, students completed a questionnaire concerning their

planning and revising tendencies. The analysis of their texts in pre and post-

tests showed that while performance in the planning condition was related to

the individual differences, performance in the revising condition was

completely unrelated to individual differences. The main finding of this study

was that a revising condition would be effective for those with an

undeveloped writing strategy while a planning condition could be effective

for those with a relatively developed writing strategy.  

By the same token, Dujsik (2008), defining pre-writing strategies as

conscious thoughts, actions or behaviors used by writers when they plan

before writing and believing that writing strategies are teachable, tried to

teach some pre-writing strategies such as generating ideas, organizing

information, considering rhetorical problems, and audience. Comparing the

results of pre and post-test scores of experimental and control groups, she

found that although the mean score of pre and post-test results of the control

group was the same, the mean score in the post-test scores of the experimental

group was significantly higher than pre-test scores. Moreover, this strategy

training had a positive effect on the quality and quantity of their writings. 
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       Moradan and Heidari (2011) examined the impact of portfolios and

conferencing techniques on Iranian intermediate learners’ writing

performance. They assigned the students into three groups, one as a control

group, the second as a portfolio group, who were asked to provide portfolios

of their four paragraphs during the course and after each paragraph, they were

asked to answer a self-assessment checklist. The third group was a

conferencing group, who were asked to take part in four whole class and two

individual conferences after writing each paragraph. The result of the study

revealed that there was a significant difference between the performance of

the two experimental groups and the control group. However, no significant

difference was found between the performances of the two experimental

groups. 

          To examine the effect of various pre-writing strategies, Mahnam and

Nejad Ansari (2012) conducted a study with 23 EFL students who were

assigned to a control and an experimental group. Students in the experimental

group used three kinds of pre-writing activities alternatively (concept map, 

reading relevant texts, and negotiation). The results showed that there was a

significant difference in the quality of compositions of the two groups, 

suggesting that pre-writing activities have significant effect on the

participants’ writing achievement.  

         Along the same line, Sarabi and Toonekaboni (2012) conducted a quasi-

experimental study on the use of picture and music as guided-writing

strategies in the pre-writing stage. They utilized 61 university sophomore

students majoring in English language translation. The participants were

assigned into three groups: A control group who were supplied with a topic to

write, the music group who were provided with musical prompts as pre-

writing, and a pictorial group who were given some pictures as clues and
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asked to write an essay. Their findings showed that although both

experimental groups outperformed the control group on the post-test, the

employment of music as a guided writing strategy showed significant

differences in the performance of the students. Moreover, the students of the

experimental group could expand their imagination to express themselves

better in the target language.  

        Of course, these are not the only fields of attempt. Several studies have

concerned themselves with the effect of new technology or the integration of

new technology versus traditional ways as a guide to students’ writing

performance (Behjat, Yamini, & Bagheri, 2011; Fageeh, 2011; Lan, Hung, &

Hsu, 2011; Simsek, 2009). 

        In the age of communication and technology, with the pervasive use of

computer and internet, many have tried to make use of these technologies in

their teaching. In one such attempt, Simsek (2009) investigated the effect of

weblog integrated writing instruction on students’ writing performance. In

addition, he wanted to find out the students’ perceptions toward weblog used

in their writing courses. For the purpose, he examined 70 undergraduate

students’ writing performance at Marmara University. The results indicated

that weblog integrated writing instruction improved the writing performance

of students.  

      In addition, Behjat, et al. (2011), comparing adjunct learning with

traditional face to face instruction, attempted to find out which of them could

better improve language learners’ writing skill. For this purpose, they selected

110 male and female freshmen majoring in English. Dividing them into two

groups, one for face-to-face instruction, and the other for class instruction and

online activities, and using pre and post-tests, they could get the following

results. Although the two groups’ writings were equal in the pre-test, those
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who were instructed in a hybrid-learning environment outperformed their

peers who took traditional face-to-face instruction in the post-test for

developing different guided writing strategies based on media richness theory  

          Lan, et al. (2011) invited 66 sixth-grade elementary students who were

12 years old to join the experiment for twelve weeks. They assigned the

participants to three strategy groups of rich media guided writing, lean media

guided writing, and pen and paper guided writing strategy. To find the

differences among the three strategies, they utilized a One-Way ANOVA

procedure. Their findings showed that the rich media guided writing strategy

was significantly different from pen-and-paper guided writing strategy. In

addition, they evaluated the effects of these writing strategies on younger

students’ attitudes in terms of motivation, enjoyment, and anxiety. Their

findings implied that providing a web-based learning environment could raise

the students’ motivation and enjoyment, and decrease their anxiety to a great

extant. 

          Fagheeh (2011) also examined the use of blog in an intermediate level

EFL college writing class and its effect on developing positive attitudes

towards writing in comparison to oral presentation of writing instruction. He

selected 50 fourth-year students of the English department: 25 for the

experimental and 25 for the control groups. While the latter received

traditional lecture discussion, the former group was involved in an active

methodology participating in blogs to practice writing skills. Then, all

participants’ writing proficiency was checked. Comparing the results of pre

and post-tests in both groups, he found that weblogs could encourage

students’ self-expression in English because they encouraged students to write

more freely and interactively. In addition, by administering a questionnaire

about the students’ attitudes towards the employment of weblog for writing, 
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he realized that blogging can be a source of incrementing students’ interest, 

motivation and confidence in writing, which gives them the sense of

ownership and readership.      

         By the way, several studies have attempted to employ controlled, 

guided, and free writing strategies to enhance learners’ writing performances

(Hwang, 2010; Mingli, 2012; Vahid Dastjerdi & Hayati Samian, 2011).  

      Hwang (2010) examined the effect of guided free writing on EFL college-

level students' writing fluency. During the study, a total of 208 guided free

writing samples written by eight EFL college-level students over eight weeks

were analyzed in terms of fluency by words per minute in order to measure

writing fluency, and the data were analyzed using a repeated-measures one-

way ANOVA. The results showed that practicing guided free writing for eight

weeks had a statistically significant effect on improving the students' writing

fluency.  

        Vahid Dastjerdi and Hayati Samian (2011) investigated the use of types

of cohesive devices used by Iranian graduate non-English majors in their

argumentative writing. The students were taught the characteristics of good

writing during the course and at the end of the course, they were asked to

write an argumentative essay. Using Halliday and Hassan's taxonomy, the

researchers counted the number of different cohesive devices and found that

among the three cohesive devices examined, lexical devices (52.2%) formed

the highest percentage of the total number of cohesive devices used in the

argumentative essays, followed by reference devices (27.6%) and

conjunctions (20.2%). But, there was no statistically significant relationship

between the essay scores and the number of cohesive devices used in the

same essay.        
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        In the same way, Mingli (2012) investigated the application of

scaffolding theory and schema theory in writing, and proposed a series of

training strategies of blank-filling writing, guided writing, controlled writing, 

and free writing. Through this series of training that was based on the process, 

product, and genre approach, he observed the development of argumentative

writing from mechanical imitation to autonomous acquisition, from form to

content, and from low level free writing without planning before writing to

higher level free writing.  

        As it is apparent from the related literature, studies are mostly concerned

with various guided writing strategies, and even those studies that have tried

to employ controlled, guided, and free-writing strategies have failed to show

the effectiveness of each of them at high school level as a primary writing

level, which is the aim of this study. In short, several studies have examined

the effects of different writing strategies on the cohesion and the quality of

students’ written texts at the college level. However, most of the studies have

been carried out with intermediate learners at college level. Nevertheless, 

there are gaps on the effects of controlled, guided, and free writing strategies

on the cohesion of  Iranian EFL learners’ writings in the senior high school

level, which is significantly important for their future college success. In

order to fill this gap, this study aims to investigate, whether training students

with these three kinds of writing strategies (controlled, guided, and free

writing) has any effect on the cohesion of their argumentative texts, and if

yes, which strategy is the most appropriate one for their l
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Chapter Three: Method

3. Introduction

  The aim of this chapter is to report the methodology of this research in

order to answer the research questions and test the hypotheses proposed. It

gives a description of the participants and presents a brief justification for the

design of the research. Additionally, it consists of an explanation of the

instruments and the elicitation procedures used for gathering data. Finally, it

offers a description of the data analysis.  

3.1 Participants  

     As a first step, a sample of 100 participants was selected from four

senior high schools. All the participants were female students of second and

third grades in different high schools of Abhar within the age range of 15 to

18. Some of the participants were EFL learners in private institutes. Thus, 

their EFL experience was not the same. So, to homogenize them, all

participants were given a version of The Key English Test (KET). 60 students

who received between one standard deviation above and below the mean

score were considered as the participants of the study and 40 who received

very high or low scores were excluded from the study. The selected

participants were equally assigned to three experimental groups (controlled-

writing group or C- group n= 20, guided-writing group or G-group n= 20, and

free-writing group or F-group n=20). 26 of the participants were in grade two

and 34 in grade three. The demographic information and distribution of the

participants are summarized in Table 3.1. The whole treatment sessions for

the groups lasted for 10 sessions, from February till March of 2013. It should
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be mentioned that there was no control group in this study and the students

were in three experimental groups which received three types of controlled, 

guided, and free writing instruction. Each group was randomly assigned to

one of the treatment conditions. 

Table 3.1. The distribution of the participants during the study

3.2 Materials and Instruments  

         To answer the research questions and collect data, the following

materials and data collection instruments were utilized:

3.2.1 The Key English Test (KET)

          The Key English Test (KET) was used to ensure the homogeneity of the

participants and to reduce the effect of their proficiency level on the results of

the study. The Key English Test is a test to determine the proficiency level of

students, and is suitable for lower intermediate learners. The edition of the test

used in the present study had four sections containing 62 questions: Reading

15 items, Speaking 11 items, Writing 16 items, and grammar 20 items. Since

the purpose of the study was writing, the listening part was omitted. 

Therefore, the students were supposed to answer 62 questions of grammar

Participants                                     Frequency

Before homogenization                   100
After homogenization      60
grade 2                                           26                

grade 3                                            
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reading, writing, and speaking in 90 minutes. The sample of KET test is

presented in Appendix A. 

3.2.2. Support Books and Materials

     To achieve the purpose of the study in controlled and guided writing

classes, the students practiced Jack c. Richards and Chuck Sandy’s (1998)   

book titled Passages. The most emphasized parts of the book for the class

were the grammar, discussion, and writing sections. While the topics were

similar in guided and free writing classes, for controlled writing classes the

gap-filling, re-ordering and re-write techniques were adopted from ‘Teach

English; a training course for teachers’ by Adrian Doff (1988). The writing

prompts for all classes were adapted from 501 writing prompts by Bohlke et

al. (2003)

3.2.3. Pre and Post-Tests

           As a pre-test, the students were supposed to write about the following

topic:

‘We all have favorite activities that we enjoy. Write an essay convincing

readers to try the activity that you enjoy most.’

And, for a post-test they were asked to write about the topic:

‘Many students nowadays spend hours in front of their computers and

communicate more by e-mail or instant-messaging than in person. Some

people believe that this is good because it helps them in learning. Others

believe that sitting for hours in front of the computer is harmful for them in
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that it prevents them from developing interpersonal skills. How do you feel

about this? Use specific reasons and examples to support your position.’  

     Of course, it was briefly explained to them how they were supposed to

write and what factors would be considered in assessing their writings. In

addition, it was explained to them that the results were very important for the

purpose of the study, but they would not receive a mark (good or poor); so

there was no room for concern or embarrassment.  

3.2.4. Strategy Interview

     To get the students’ perception toward the employment of these three

strategies in class, the students were interviewed about their interest, 

motivation, anxiety, and their feeling as to course usefulness. 

3. 3 Procedures

          For the purpose of the present study, the following procedures were

followed.  

          First, the participants were selected from among four high schools. 

Second, the participants were homogenized based on their performance on  

the Key English Test. Third, the participants were assigned to controlled, 

guided, and free writing groups randomly. As a fourth step, the participants

were supposed to write a persuasive text as a pre-test. Since the learners had

received no formal instruction about writing before, they were taught the

basic writing skills, such as the use of cohesive devices, discourse markers, 

and appropriate mechanics through the three writing strategies. During each

session, they were expected to write an argumentative text with three main
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parts (an introductory paragraph, body or supporting sentences, and a

concluding paragraph). The procedures followed in each class were as

follows. 

    In the controlled-writing group, after administering a pre-test in the first

session, 20 minutes of each session was allocated to practicing the book titled

passages by Richards and Sandy (1998). The learners were presented with a

passage to find its main idea and cohesive ties. Then, they practiced

unscrambling the scrambled sentences or rewriting a passage with various

subjects to make a meaningful whole, for 30 minutes of the class time. 

Finally, they read their peers’ papers to find mistakes, discussing them and

correcting errors in ten minutes.  

     In the guided-writing group,  after introducing sample texts to students

to find its main idea and supporting details from Richards and Sandy’s book, 

each session, the participants  were set in groups of four and a persuasive

writing prompt was  introduced to them, which was accompanied with some

wh questions or a picture. After discussing the questions or the picture, the

participants were asked to write for 30 minutes in their group. The papers

were then exchanged within groups to be assessed by peers, or a sample

writing was read to the class and analyzed by the class in terms of its cohesive

devices. 

         In the free-writing group, the participants were divided into five groups for

class activities. Having introduced an argumentative topic, the learners were

asked to brainstorm the topic, discuss it within their groups, and find logical

reasons to support their ideas. Then, exchanging their views with other

groups, they tried to persuade others to accept their opinions. As a conclusion, 

the groups were asked to write an essay based on the discussions within their

groups and the whole class. At the end of the session, the papers were read in
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front of the class and analyzed by the whole class, in terms of cohesive

devices.  

       The most important grammatical points were about the cohesive ties as

reference devices, conjunction devices and lexical devices while ellipsis and

substitution were not considered because of their rare use in a written

discourse. After practicing this for eight sessions, in the last session a post-

test was administered in which they were asked to write on the following

topic:

‘Many students nowadays spend hours in front of their

computers for various purposes. Some people believe that this is

good because it helps them in learning. Others believe that sitting for

hours in front of the computer is harmful for them in that it prevents

them from developing interpersonal skills. How do you feel about

this issue? Use specific reasons and examples to support your

position.’     

3.4 Data analysis

   Having collected the data, Halliday and Hasan's (1976) cohesion taxonomy

was used to examine the kinds and number of cohesive ties used in

argumentative texts. Then, frequency, mean, and standard deviation of the

cohesive devices in each category were computed using SPSS statistical

software package. 

        In addition, to check the effectiveness of different strategies used by the

different groups, the pre-test scores of the participants in each group were

compared with their post-test scores, using a matched T- test procedure. 
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     To investigate the effect the three strategies on the cohesiveness of the

participants' argumentative texts, the one-way ANOVA procedure was used. 
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Chapter Four: Results and Discussion

4. Restatement of the problem

         This study specifically investigates the effect of controlled, guided, and

free writing strategies on the cohesiveness of Iranian EFL learners’

argumentative writing. In addition, the learners’ perception towards the

employment of each of these strategies is investigated by interviewing the

participants. This chapter presents the quantitative and qualitative results of

the participants’ performance on the proficiency test, the interview, and the

writing test. Furthermore, it presents the statistical analyses applied in this

study and the results found for each of the five research questions. The results

are presented in tables and graphs for the clear illustration of the mentioned

points in this chapter. 

4.1. Results

4.1.1 Investigation of the first research question

The first research question attempted to see whether controlled writing

strategies significantly influenced the cohesiveness of the EFL writers’

argumentative texts. To answer this research question and to analyze the data, 

a paired samples t-test was utilized. Table 4.1 shows that the mean score of

the participants changed from 41.20 on the pre- test to 79.70 on the post- test.  
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Table 4.1 Controlled writing group’s pre and posttest results for cohesiveness  

             To see whether or not the observed difference between the pretest and

posttest mean scores was statistically significant, the paired samples t-test was

used, the result of which is presented in Table 4.2.  

Table 4.2 Paired samples t-test of the Controlled writing group

        The observed t-value and the significance level (t (19) = 27.57, p < .05)

are indicative of a significant difference in the cohesiveness of the learners’

texts between pre and post-test. Therefore, based on the results of the paired

samples t-test procedure, the first null hypothesis is rejected. At the same

time, the index of the strength of association ( 2= .675) indicates that %67.5

of the total variance in the dependent variable (cohesiveness of the text) is

accounted for by the independent variable (controlled-writing strategies). This

means that the remaining %32.5 is left unaccounted for.

2= .675
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4.1.2 Investigation of the second research question

          The second research question tried to consider the effect of guided-

writing strategies on the cohesiveness of the EFL learners’ argumentative

writing. To answer this research question and to analyze the data, a paired

samples t-test was utilized. Table 4.3 shows that the mean score of the

participants changed from 42.70 on the pre-test to 55.80 on the post-test

Table 4.3 Guided-writing group’s pre and posttest results for cohesiveness

         To see whether or not the observed difference between the pretest and

posttest mean scores was statistically significant, the paired samples t-test was

used, the result of which is presented in Table 4.4.      

Table 4.4 Paired samples t-test of the Guided writing group

  2

.93

       The observed t-value and the significant level (t (19) = -23.331, p < .05)

are indicative of a significant difference in the cohesiveness of the learners’

writing between pre and post-tests. Therefore, the second null hypothesis is
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also rejected. At the same time, the index of the strength of association

( 2=.93) indicates that %93 of the total variance in the dependent variable

(cohesiveness of the text) is accounted for by the independent variable

(Guided-writing strategies). This means that the remaining %7 is left

unaccounted for. 

4.1.3 Investigation of the third research question    

        The third research question investigated the effect of free-writing

strategies on the cohesiveness of EFL learners’ argumentative writing. To

answer this research question and to analyze the data, another paired samples

t-test was utilized. Table 4.5 shows that the mean score of the participants

changed from 42.70 on the pre-test to 49.80 on the post-test. 

Table 4.5 Free-writing group’s pre and posttest results for cohesiveness  

To see whether or not the observed difference between the pretest and

posttest mean scores was statistically significant, the paired samples t-test was

used, the result of which is presented in Table 4.6. 
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Table 4.6 Paired samples t-test of the Free writing group

  2

.36

       The observed t-value and the significant level (t (19) = -3.33, p < .05) show

that there is a significant difference in the cohesiveness of the learners’

writing between pre and post-tests. Although the effectiveness of free writing

is not as much as controlled and guided writing, the difference in the mean

scores of the pretest and posttest is still statistically significant. Therefore, the

third null hypothesis is rejected. At the same time, the index of the strength of

association ( 2= .36) indicates that %36 of the total variance in the dependent

variable (cohesiveness of the text) is accounted for by the independent

variable (Free-writing strategies). This means that the remaining %7 is left

unaccounted for.

       The following graphical representation of the results (Graph.4.1) shows

the differences between the pretest and posttest mean scores of the three

groups more conspicuously. 
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Graph 4.1. Improvements in mean scores of pre and post-tests

4.1.4 Investigation of the fourth research question

       The fourth research question aimed to investigate if there were any

significant differences among the effects of the three writing strategies on the

cohesiveness of EFL learners’ argumentative texts. To this end, a One-Way

ANOVA was utilized for analyzing the data. Table 4.7 presents the

descriptive statistics. 

Table 4.7. Descriptive statistics for the ANOVA on writing strategies

N Mean Std. 
Deviation

Std. 
Error

95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound Upper Bound

controlled 20 79.70 13.046 2.917 73.59 85.80

guided 20 55.80 7.438 1.663 52.31 59.28

free  20 49.80 5.934 1.327 47.02 52.57

Total 60 61.76 15.925 2.055 57.65 65.88
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        Based on the results of Table 4.7, it can be observed that

= 5.93). The implication is that the

controlled writing is more effective than guided and free writing for lower

intermediate EFL writers.  

           In order to see whether the differences among the groups are  

statistically significant the One-Way ANOVA procedure was run. The results

of the ANOVA procedure are presented in Table 4.8.  

Table 4. 8 The results of the ANOVA  on the cohesiveness of texts

          

The observed F value and the significance level shown in Table 4.8 are

indicative of significant differences among the groups (F(2.57) = 57.56, p <

.05). Therefore, the fourth null hypothesis is also rejected. At the same time, 

the index of the strength of association ( 2 = %57) indicates that %57 of the

total variance in the dependent variable (cohesiveness of the text) is

accounted for by the independent variable (writing strategies). This means

that the remaining %43 left unaccounted for.

    In order to locate the differences between the means, a post-hoc Sheffe test

was utilized. The results of the post-hoc comparisons are presented in Table

4.9. 

     

Sum of 

Squares

df     Mean    

Square     

   F          Sig. 

Between Groups 10008.133          2 5004.067 57.569 .000

Within Groups 4954.600       57 86.923   

Total 14962.733        59
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Table 4.9 Multiple Comparisons of texts cohesiveness

      

         Table 4.9 shows that the difference between the controlled and guided

writing groups is statistically significant. The controlled writing group

performed better than the guided writing group on the post-test. As a result, it

can be concluded that the controlled writing is significantly more effective

than guided writing on the cohesiveness of learners’ argumentative texts. 

        In addition, the results indicate that there is a significant difference

between controlled writing and free writing. The participants who practiced

controlled writing outperformed the participants of the free writing group. As

a result, it can be concluded that controlled writing is also significantly more

effective than free writing on the cohesiveness of learners’ argumentative

texts. At the same time, no significant difference was found between the mean

scores of the guided and free writing groups. The following graphical

representation (Graph 4.2) shows the results more clearly. 

(I) group (J) group
Mean
Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig.

95% Confidence Interval

Lower Bound Upper Bound

controlled guided 23.90000* 2.94827 .000 16.4895 31.3105

free wr 29.90000* 2.94827 .000 22.4895 37.3105

guided free wr 6.00000 2.94827 .135 -1.4105 13.4105

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.
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Graph 4.2. Cohesiveness of learners’ argumentative text

4.1.5 Investigation of the fifth research question

     The fifth research question sought to investigate how EFL learners feel

about their activities during their writing classes. For this purpose, the

students were interviewed about their feelings, interests, motivation, anxiety, 

and the usefulness of their course. The answers of the C. group to these four

questions are presented in Graph 4. 3
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Graph 4. 3. The percentage of C. group answers to the interview

              As Graph 4.3 shows, the level of motivation and interest toward class

activities is high among the students of C. group. In addition, % 80 of them

believed that the use of controlled writing activities were useful in that they

became more aware of the structure of an argumentative writing and

improved their writing abilities. However, %35 of the learners expressed their

anxiety, which shows that the learners were not totally at ease practicing

controlled writing in their class. 

           Similarly, the answers of the guided writing group are summarized in

Graph 4.4 Based on the results of Graph 4.4, one can claim that the

participants of this group had a high level of motivation (75%) and interest

(%70).  
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Graph 4. 4. The percentage of the G. group’s answers to the interview     

              Nevertheless, taking a look at Graph 4. 5, surprisingly one can find

out that as the level of motivation and interest decreased among the students

of F. group, their anxiety increased to %95. % 70 of the students of this group

felt that the course was useful, but they claimed that because they lacked a

sufficient amount of vocabulary and grammatical knowledge to put their

thoughts on the paper, they felt anxious about the task.  
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Graph 4. 5. The percentage of F. group answers to the interview

        In order to answer to the fifth research question, that aimed to investigate

whether there was a difference in the students’ perception toward the

employment of controlled, guided, and free writing strategies we considered

each question separately, comparing it between groups.  

         For the first question of the interview, all participants’ motivation was

compared. As it is clear in Graphs 4.6 and 4.7, the level of motivation and

interest in the F. group was less than that of the other two groups. 

Graph 4. 6. The percentage of motivation between groups
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Graph 4. 7. The percentage of interest between groups

  However, the situation was reversed considering anxiety. A  look at Graph

4.8 reveals this point. While the F. group showed %54 anxiety for their course

work, the level of anxiety among the C. group was %20.  

Graph 4. 8. The percentage of anxiety between groups
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      On the other hand, all participants’ perception about course usefulness

was almost the same. All of them believed that the course was useful for them

in that it helped them in learning linguistic features of the texts either for

writing or reading. Graph 4.9 summarizes the learners’ perception about

course usefulness.  

Graph 4. 9. The percentage of usefulness between groups

4.2. Discussion

       The present study attempted to find out whether various writing

strategies-controlled, guided, and free writing- were effective on the

cohesiveness of the low intermediate EFL writers’ argumentative writing. For

this purpose, it experimentally investigated the effectiveness of three writing

strategies on the number of cohesive devices in their texts. Then, when the

findings of the study confirmed the effectiveness of all three strategies on the

cohesiveness of their texts, attempt was made to determine the most effective

one. Finally, the study attempted to consider qualitatively the learners’
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perception towards the employment of each of these strategies through

interview. 

        On the basis of the experimental results, all three writing strategies

turned out to be effective on the cohesiveness of the subjects’ argumentative

texts. A high improvement of controlled writing may be justified on grounds

that controlled writing strategies emerged with the advent of the audio-lingual

method, the aim of which was to help learners to be more competent

regarding the linguistic features of language. Cohesive devices, as a part of

these linguistic features, are no exception. This result is in accordance with

the claims of many researchers (Hyland, 2003; Mingli, 2012; Moran, 1987;

Nunan, 2003; Pincas, 1982; Silva, 1990; Vergase, 2007), who believe in

stages in writing, which starts with controlled writing and ends with free

writing.  

        As mentioned in the literature review, controlled writing strategies not

only prevent students from making errors by providing practice of particular

language features (Moran, 1987),  but they also have a big influence on

explicit and focused practice of linguistic features (Sutherland, 1967)-

cohesive devices in this case. In addition, based on Nunan’s (2003) view, 

controlled writing provides plenty of exercises about one specific linguistic

feature. In the same way, Vergase (2007) claims that the foremost concern of

controlled writing is with the structure of the text.  

       The results of the present study confirm previous research findings about

controlled writing, showing that the amount of improvement from pre-test to

post-test through the use of controlled writing  was the highest of the three

writing strategies. 

       Furthermore, the findings of this study concerning controlled writing

strategy are compatible with the opinion of Riverse (1968) and Chastain
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(1971), who describe stages or sequences of exercises in writing, which

theoretically bring the student from total control to total freedom. They

indicate the necessity of observing these stages, warn about the danger of

asking students to write expressively too early. In the same way, Zamel

(1976) believes in control of writing in the starting stages of writing

instruction when learners are not linguistically and communicatively

competent in the second language.  

        Additionally, several studies on writing difficulties that were reported in

chapter two (Alkhasawneh, 2010; Farooq et al, 2012; Msunjila, 2005;

Trang&Hoa, 2008; Yu, 2012) found that the prominent reasons for poor

writing were lack of appropriate vocabulary and grammar as well as discourse

patterns and cohesion. The results of these studies lend support to the finding

of the present study in that practicing controlled writing strategies, with its

focus on linguistic features such as vocabulary, grammar, and discourse

patterns, seems necessary in the elementary levels of writing courses.    

         However, the findings of the present study are not in line with the

findings of some studies (Arapoff, 1967; Backingham & pech, 1976; Carr, 

1967; Finocchiaro, 1967).  

Finocchiaro (1967), Arapoff (1967), and Carr (1967), attempting to take a

reading comprehension approach to writing in elementary levels, criticized

controlled writing for a passive role that is given to the writer during the

writing process. It is worth mentioning that the results of the interview at the

end of the course revealed that even this aspect of controlled writing had

some advantages. One of the most important advantages was the low level of

anxiety among the C. group students, who tried to relate this feature of

controlled writing to the nature of activities and the amount of teacher support

during the writing process.  
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        Similarly, Backingham and pech (1976), taking an experience approach

to teaching composition in the intermediate level, regarded controlled writing

insufficient because of lacking a means of gradation and forcing students to

write for the purpose of teachers or textbook writers. Although our study did

not contradict these findings, it suggests that at a lower intermediate level, 

because of students’ poor repertoire of vocabulary and grammar, controlled

writing is advisable. 

         Another finding of this study was that the EFL writers’ texts showed a

significant improvement concerning cohesive devices through the

employment of guided writing strategies. This might be partially accounted

for by the fact that guided writing activities, as a part of a product approach to

writing, focus more on linguistic features than on developing ideas and

personal thinking process. The results of this study are compatible with

several studies that tried various guided writing strategies (Dujsik, 2008;

Graham & Delapez, 2002; Kieft, et al, 2007; Mahnam &Nejadansari, 2012;

Moradan & Heidari, 2011; Sarabi & Toonekaboni, 2012).  

         The result of this study lends support to those of Graham and Delapes

(2002), who found that for developing the writing ability, it is necessary to

teach learners important writing processes, skills and knowledge involved in

planning, drafting, and revising texts explicitly. Taking a control and an

experimental group, they found that the experimental group produced essays

that were longer, contained more mature vocabularies, and were qualitatively

better. This finding also supports Dujsik’s (2008) finding that there was a

higher mean score in the post-tests of the experimental group, who practiced

guided writing strategies such as generating ideas, organizing information, 

considering rhetorical problems, and audience in comparison with the mean

score of the control group.By the same token, the result of this study is in line

with that of Rostami and Ashoori (2012), who employed picture and music as
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guided writing strategies in a pre-writing stage. They found that although both

experimental groups outperformed the control group during the post –test, the

employment of music as a guided writing strategy showed significant

differences in the performance of the students. Although the results of this

study do not contradict any other studies in the field of guided writing, the

important point is that none of the above-mentioned studies tried to consider

the effect of guided writing strategies on the cohesiveness of learners’ texts. 

        Still another result of the study was that free writing strategies were also

effective on the cohesiveness of the learners’ argumentative texts. This

finding  of the present study is in accordance with a number of  previous

studies (Hwang, 2010;  Mingli, 2012; Vahiddastjerdi & Hayatisamian, 2011), 

in that they all emphasize the employment of controlled, guided, and free

writing strategies. 

        However, regarding the purpose and participants, this study differs from

other studies (Hwang, 2010; Mingli, 2012) in two ways. First, Hwang (2010)

examined the effect of guided free writing on the college level students. 

Second, he considered students’ writing fluency as an aim of the study. 

Analyzing 208 writing samples of the students in terms of fluency by words

per minute, he found that practicing guided free writing for eight weeks had a

statistically significant effect on improving the students' writing fluency. In

the same way, Mingli (2012) proposed a series of training strategies of blank-

filling writing, guided writing, controlled writing, and free writing for the

same group. Through this series of training that was based on the process, 

product, and genre approach, he observed the development of the three-part

argumentative writing of college level students. However, the present study

compared the effects of controlled, guided, and free writing, on Iranian lower

intermediate level students with the aim of considering the cohesiveness of

their texts. 
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      The results of this study about free writing strategy may contradict some

previous viewpoints (Chastain, 1971; Pincas, 1963; Riverse, 1968) in that

they all believe in observing stages in writing and warn about the danger of

applying free writing too early lest it may result in erroneous sentences. Based

on the above-mentioned reasons and learners’ answers to the questions of the

interview, revealing a high level of anxiety among the F. group students, the

improvement of their text cohesiveness can be interpreted in a way that

because of practicing free discussions to expand their thought processes, the

length of their texts increased. Therefore, the increases in the length of their

texts resulted in the increase in the number of cohesive devices. Another

interpretation can be that although the application of free writing was

effective on the cohesiveness of lower intermediate writers’ texts, its

effectiveness was the lowest one in comparison with the other writing groups.   

        The other important point worth mentioning is that the present study, 

adopting a product-process approach and the employment of both assessment-

centered and strategy-centered activities among all three experimental groups, 

attempted to show that writing is a complicated activity that requires the

integration of all approaches and activities. It means that in all groups, the

students collaborated in groups during the process of pre-writing and writing

and assessed their friends’ products simultaneously. As a result, in addition to

practicing a kind of strategy in each class, the students received peer

feedback, which based on the findings of several studies (Chandler, 2003;

Dheram, 1995; Rollinson, 2005; Ware, 2005), is central to the process of

teaching and learning writing. 
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Chapter Five: Conclusions and Implications

5.1 Introduction

      This chapter provides a summary of the findings of the study, some

pedagogical implications, limitations and delimitations, and finally some

suggestions for further research. 

5.2 Summary of the findings

        The present study attempted to investigate the effect of three writing

strategies: controlled, guided, and free writing on the cohesiveness of Iranian

senior high school students’ argumentative writing. The first research

question focused on the effectiveness of controlled writing on the

cohesiveness of argumentative texts. The results of paired samples t-test

procedure indicated significant improvements from pre-test to post-test. The

second research question examined the effect of guided writing on the number

of cohesive ties. The results revealed that practicing guided writing strategies

significantly influenced texts in terms of cohesive devices. The third research

question examined the effect of free writing strategies on the cohesiveness of

argumentative texts. The results showed significant influences. The fourth

research question aimed to investigate the differences among the three writing

strategies. In other words, the study attempted to determine the most effective

one of the three writing strategies for lower intermediate students. One-Way

ANOVA procedure showed that the controlled writing strategy was the most

effective one followed by the group that practiced guided writing. The lowest

achievement was related to the group that practiced free writing strategies.    
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Finally, the fifth research question explored the learners’ feelings during the

course. The learners were interviewed in terms of their interest, motivation, 

anxiety, and course usefulness. Although qualitative assessments of the

learners’ answers to the four interview questions revealed almost the same

results among all groups, their answers about anxiety were completely

different. While the level of anxiety of the controlled and guided writing

groups was relatively low, the free writing group expressed a high level of

anxiety.  

5.3 Conclusion

           Based on the results of the present study, it is obvious that all three

writing strategies, (controlled writing, guided writing, and free writing) are

significantly effective on Iranian EFL learners’ writing in terms of cohesive

devices. However, controlled and guided writing are more effective than free

writing. This suggests that to have a cohesive text, students tend to resort

more to controlled and guided writing than free writing. In addition, students

who practiced controlled writing showed less anxiety than the two other

groups. So, it can be concluded that, regarding the Iranian context in which

English is taught as a foreign language and the proficiency level of the

learners, who have a limited knowledge of vocabulary and grammar, 

controlled writing is the most useful strategy that can be followed by guided

writing, in senior high school level. Probably, free writing can be postponed

to later stages.  
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5.4 Pedagogical Implications

         The present study aimed at investigating the effect of three kinds of

writing strategy; controlled, guided, and free writing, on the cohesiveness of

Iranian EFL learners’ argumentative writing. Based on the findings of the

present study, the application of controlled and guided writing at senior high

school level is suggestible.  

          The findings of the present study may have implications for textbook

writers and syllabus designers. By knowing about the benefits and the

efficacy of applying controlled and guided writing strategies from the earliest

points of teaching and learning English as a foreign language, textbooks

writers and syllabus designers can provide textbooks with suitable exercises

to provide learners with the opportunity of practicing appropriate writing

strategies. 

         Moreover, using controlled and guided writing strategies helps students

to have a sense of teacher support and gives them a sense of correctness and

completeness that reduces their anxiety and produces high motivation and

interest among students to take part in writing classes.   

5.5 Limitations and Delimitations  

        The present study faced with the following limitations and delimitations. 

One limitation of this study was that it was conducted only with female

students. Therefore, the possible differences between the performances of

male and female participants were not measured. Another limitation was that

the study was based on compositions written by a particular group of Iranian

EFL learners in the early stages of their learning process. Thus, the findings

may not be applicable to other groups of ESL/EFL learners, nor learners at
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more advanced levels. In addition, the scope of the study was limited to only

cohesive devices; the other factors responsible for the quality of good writing

such as coherence and grammatical devices were not considered. 

Furthermore, this study was done in an EFL context. Thus, the results must be

cautiously interpreted. The length of this study was another limitation. This

study lasted for ten sessions. The increase in the number of sessions may

result in different findings.  

5.6 Suggestions for further research

         As the present study examined the effect of three writing strategies

(controlled, guided, and free) on the cohesiveness of learners’ argumentative

writing in general, further studies are needed to examine the effect of various

techniques of controlled and guided writing to find the most effective

technique of each strategy. Similarly, while the cohesiveness of a text does

not guarantee the overall quality of the text (Vahiddastjerdi&HayatiSamian, 

2011), further research can be conducted on the effect of controlled, guided, 

and free writing strategies on criteria other than cohesive devices such as the

text quality or grammatical devices.   

        Moreover, the sample in the present study included only females. So, this

research can be duplicated with male and female students to find differences

and similarities. Furthermore, the focus of the present study was on

intermediate level EFL learners, and other proficiency levels were not

considered. The same study can be done with participants at other proficiency

levels. In addition, as mentioned in section 5.4, one limitation of this study

was the number of sessions. Further research can be duplicated with longer

periods of training. 
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       The present study did not consider peer feedback as a variable, so all

experimental groups practiced it. It is suggested that further studies

investigate the effect of peer feedback as an assessment-centered activity on

the employment of controlled, guided, and free writing strategies. 
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Appendices

Appendix A

Key English Test

First Name:                                Last Name:                                   Score :

Reading

A. Which notice (A-H) says this (1-6)? Click on the notice to select it. 

     A                                  B                                  C                           D

        E                                   F                            G                          H

1.  People who saw a car drive into another car should call this number.    

A                 B                    C                             D

E                    F                    G                            H

2.  You cannot let your dog run free here.    
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A B C D  

E F G H  

3.  Buses will not wait here.  

A B C D  

E F G H  

4.  Check you have all your bags before you go.    

A B C D  

E F G H  

5.  There are changes at the beginning of autumn.    

A B C D  

E F G H

6.  Trains will not run at the weekend.    

A B C D  

      E                       F                       G                       H

B. Read the article about a student. Click on the gaps, then choose the best

word to fill the spaces.  
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My name's Hannah and I'm twenty years old. I've got a daughter 7. (calls, 

called, named) Nicole. She's 8. (nearly, quite, yet) three now. I live in a small

flat 9. (in, on, at) the city Centre. It isn't a nice place to live. It's very noisy

and dirty and there is 10. (somewhere, anywhere, nowhere) for Nicole to play. 

I want to move out of the city and live in the countryside. But it's very

expensive to live there. I will need to earn 11. (any, this, enough) money to

buy a house. There aren't 12. (much, a lot, many) flats for sale in the small

villages near here. I will need to buy a car 13. (too, also, then). 

That's why I study at college. I'm studying Business. While I am at college, 

my mum looks 14. (for, after, at) Nicole. My mum really likes spending time

with her. In the evening, I work as a cleaner. I clean people's houses. Nicole

comes with me. She plays 15. (quiet, quieter, quietly) with her toys while I

work. 

Speaking

C. There are 5 questions in this quiz. Complete the conversations. Choose the
correct answer. 

   

16.Would you like some more dessert?

Enjoy your meal!  

No thanks, I’m full.  

It’s delicious!  

  17. Are you looking forward to your holiday?

We’re going to China.  

Yes, I’m really excited about it.  

Not to worry  
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18.   How often do you go hiking?

Most weekends  

I go with three friends.  

We stay for a weekend.  

19.  Would you like a cup of tea?

Yes, I like tea.  

I’d love one.  

Sorry, I’m not.  

20.   What time does it finish?

I’m not sure  

On Thursday  

It takes 15 minutes.  

D. Read the sentences about cleaning the house. Choose the best word for
each space.  

    
21. Martina decided to ________ her house a spring clean. 

give      have      get       

    
22. First Martina  _______ all her clothes away in the cupboard. 

put      cleaned      took       

    
23. She _______ all her old toys and games to a second hand shop. 

brought      got      took       
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24. She tidied _______ her books and papers. 

out      up      down       

    
25. She ________ some fresh flowers on the shelf. 

bought      got      put       

    
26. She put new ________ on the bed. 

curtains      carpets      blankets       

Writing  

E. Complete these letters. Write ONE word for each space.  

Dear Sir / Madam, 

I stayed        2727 the Grand Hotel last week       2828 Tuesday to

Thursday. I think I left a gold ring           2929 my hotel room. I      3030

in room 309. It       3131 be in the cupboard next         3232 the bed. 

Please       3333 you look for it?         3434 you find it, can you send it
to me?
Thank you very much, 
Celia Hicks. 
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Dear Ms Hicks, 

I’m pleased to tell you    3535 we found your ring. It was in the

bathroom under a towel. I’m 36 it to you with this letter.  

We hope you enjoyed your stay at the Grand Hotel. We     3737 forward
to seeing you here again soon. 
Yours sincerely, 
Helen Dunn

F. There are 5 questions in this quiz. Read the description of some things you
can find at a train station. What is the word for each one?
The first letter is already there. There is one space for each other letter in the
word. 

38.   People wait for their train here.  

p _ _ _ _ _ _ _      

39.   You must buy this before you travel on a train.  

t _ _ _ _ _      

40.   You sit on this in a train.  

s _ _ _      

41.   People carry their clothes in this when they go on holiday. 

s _ _ _ _ _ _ _      

42.   If you sit next to this, you will see some great views. 

w _ _ _ _ _      

Grammar

G.Choose the correct words
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43) Sam and Tim………………………………..the club last year. 

a) arrived                           b) joined                             c) came

44) Sam is learning the…………………………there and Tim plays in the
band. 

a) Songs                             b) guitar                             c) rock

45) Last week the music club did a…………………………..in the school
hall. 

a) Film                               b) match                             c) concert

46) Sam and Tim’s parents came to ………………………….. to them. 

a) Watch                             b) hear                               c) listen

47) Sam and Tim didn’t ……………. any mistakes and the music sounded
great. 

a) Make                               b) do                                 c) happen

48) The two friends left the city………………………. In the morning. 

a) short                                b) early                            c) ready

49) When they…………………………to the beach, they went for a swim. 

a) got                                   b) passed                         c) arrived

50) Then Maria was tired, so she had a…………………………….. under a
tree. 

a) Pity                                  b) time                           c) rest

51) Carlos went to a bar to …………………………. Some sandwiches for
lunch. 

a) Pay                                  b) buy                           c) learn

52) In the afternoon, the………………………volleyball with some friends. 

a)Worked                            b) moved                      c) played
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53) Her mother made her a big chocolate cake with lots of candles on the
…….. 

a) Bottom                             b) middle                      c) top

54) Stella…………………….Some friends to come to her house that
evening. 

a) Agreed                               b) decided                    c) invited

55) Her friends brought her some flowers and a………………………….. 
card. 

a) Pretty                             b) best                                 c) happy

56) They talked together and ……………………….. a lot. 

a) Laughed                         b) preferred                       c) pleased

57) They had so much ………………………. Nobody wanted to go home. 

a) Meal                               b) fun                                c) party

58) Jamie lives in a really small, ………………village in the north of
Scotland. 

a) Single                              b) tired                             c) quiet

59) The two boys …………………..to go walking in the hills near Jamie’s
house. 

a) Enjoy                       b) love                           c) feel

60) They usually spend the first ……………………………of each day
climbing. 

a) Part                          b) group                           c) break

61) They always ………………. lots of sandwiches because they get very
hungry. 

a) Put                              b) post                             c) pack

62) If it is too ……………………to go out, they play computer games inside. 
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a) Busy                            b) fine                             c) wet
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Appendix B

C. group’s sample pre-test  
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Appendix C

G.group’s sample pre-test
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AppendixD. 
F. group’s sample pre-test
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Appendix E

C. group’s sample post-test
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Appendix F

G. group’s sample post-test
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Appendix G
F. group’s sample post-test
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Appendix H

The writing prompts for each session

Sessions Writing prompts

Pre- test We all have favorite activities that we enjoy. Write an essay convincing
readers to try the activity that you enjoy most.”

1 Research shows that the average Iranian watches as much as six
hours of television each day. Do you think this is too much? Write
an essay convincing readers to spend less time in front of the TV. 

2 Write an essay convincing readers to break a specific habit that is
harmful to their physical, emotional, or financial health. 

3 Have you ever traveled to a place that you found very meaningful
and rewarding? Write an essay that persuades others to visit this
important place. 

4 What is your all-time favorite movie and why? Write an essay
persuading readers to watch this film. 

5 Some people think of Iran as a nation of “couch
potatoes.” Write an essay persuading readers to be more
physically active. 

6 Cell phone and driving

7 Research shows that the average American watches as much as six
hours of television each day. Do you think this is too much? Write
an essay convincing readers to spend less time in front of the TV. 

8 Good habits improve our physical, emotional, and/or financial
health. Select one of your good habits and write an essay persuading readers
to make that habit a part of their lives
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Appendix I

A summary of subject matters and activities for each group in every session

Sessions Activities Condition

Pre- test Writing a text based on the writing prompt All
1 Introducing different genres of writing-Reading a passage for a main

idea , supporting sentences and concluding(passages)
All

2 Demonstrative and comparative devices-A text with blanks and a
substitution table

C.  

Reading a text & focusing on demonstrative and comparative devices-
writing based on wh. questions- Assessing by peers

G. 

Brain storming and free discussion about the topic- writing-  reviewing
the written texts in terms of demo. &com. devices  

F.  

3 Additive and adversative devices- Reordering scrambled sentences C
Reading a text & focusing on additive & adversative devices- writing

based on wh. questions- Assessing the texts by peers
G

Brain storming and free discussion about the topic- writing- reviewing
the written texts in terms of additive & adversative devices assessing

by groups

F

4 Causal and temporal devices- rewrite a passage after listening to it for
two or three times

C

Reading a text & focusing on causal & temporal devices- writing
based on teachers explanation and pictures- Assessing the texts by

peers

G

Brain storming and free discussion about the topic- writing- reviewing
the written texts in terms of causal and temporal devices- assessing by

groups

F

5 collocations- introducing some common collocations- reading a text
trying to find them and filling a text with blanks using appropriate

ones

C

Reading a text & focusing on collocations- writing based on teachers
explanation and pictures- Assessing the texts by peers

G

Brain storming and free discussion about the topic- writing- reviewing
the written texts in terms of collocations- assessing by groups

F

6 synonyms and antonyms- reordering scrambled sentences C
Reading a text & focusing on synonyms and antonyms- writing based

on teachers pictures- Assessing the texts by peers
G

Brain storming and free discussion about the topic- writing- reviewing
the written texts in terms of synonyms & antonyms- assessing by

groups

F

7 repetition and superordinate- fill in the blanks from a substitution table C

Reading a text & focusing on repetition and super ordinate- writing
based on wh. questions - Assessing the texts by peers

G

Brain storming and free discussion about the topic- writing- reviewing
the written texts in terms of repetition and superordinate- assessing by

groups

F

8 The definite article and pronominal devices- re write a text with
different pronominal devices

C

Reading a text & focusing on pronominal and the definite art.- writing
based on teachers explanation and pictures- Assessing the texts

G

Brain storming and free discussion about the topic- writing- reviewing F
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the written texts in terms of pronominal and the definite art.- assessing
by groups

Post-test Writing a text with three paragraphs about the writing prompt All
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Appendix J

The interview questions:

1. Are the writing practices motivating to you?

2. Are you interested by the activities of the class?

3. Are you anxious about the class work? Or you are at ease?

4. What do you think about the class usefulness for your present learning

or future academic success? Do you find it useful or not?
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